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Great Value To Students Of History, As Well As
To Other Readers Interested In The Culture Of
The Medieval Period In India.
A Textbook of Medieval Indian History Sailendra Nath Sen 2013-03-15
A Textbook of Medieval Indian History studies
aspects of the political history of medieval India
and examines the socio-economic changes,
administrative innovations, and cultural
ferments during this period with special
reference to literature, religion and art and
architecture. This handsomely illustrated
textbook covers Indian history from the eighth to
eighteenth century and analyses the
development of Indian society and culture that
ledto the medieval mindset and in doing so
locates the historiographical debates
surrounding such an analysis. It provides a
valuable introduction totopics such as the
coming of the Turks, the establishment of the
Delhi Sultanate, the rise of the Vijayanagar and
Bahamani kingdoms, the rule of the Mughals,the
progress of Maratha power and the advent of the
Europeans. Written in a simple and lucid style,
this textbook is designed specially for students
of medieval India.
Advanced Study in the History of Medieval India
- Jaswant Lal Mehta 1979

Medieval Indian History NCERT based
Objective Question Bank - Disha Experts
2021-08-01
Economic History of Medieval India, 1200-1500 Irfan Habib 2011
Cultural History of Medieval India - Meenakshi
Khanna 2007
Cultural History Of Medieval India Is A Part Of
The Series, Readings In History. The Books In
This Series Have Been Edited And Put Together
By Eminent Historians For Their Students. This
Anthology Of Readings Seeks To Explore Indian
Culture In The Medieval Period Through Five
Themes: Kingship Traditions, Social Processes
Of Religious Devotion, Inter-Cultural Perception,
Forms Of Identities, And Aesthetics. Written By
Well-Known Scholars, The Eleven Essays In This
Book Present Sub-Cultures In Diverse Regional
Settings Of The Subcontinent. The Articles
Suggest That Culture Does Not Exist As
Fragments Of The Great And Little , Or Classic
And Folk In Any Given Tradition. In Fact,
Variants Within A Given Tradition Interact With
One Another And Assimilate New Characteristics
Over Time. These Interactions Also Take Place
Across Boundaries Of Different Religious And
Cultural Spheres, And In The Process, Give
Meaning To The Notions Of The 'Self' And The
'Other'. In An Attempt To Define The 'Other' One
Discovers The 'Self'. These Readings Introduce A
New Way Of Understanding Medieval Indian
History By Engaging With Interdisciplinary
Methods Of Research On Issues That Are
Significant To Everyday Existence In A Plural
Society Like That Of India. This Book Will Be Of
medieval-indian-history-1st-edition

Medieval Indian Mindscapes - Eugenia Vanina
2012
Medieval Indian Mindscapes: Space, Time,
Society, Man centres on how Indians in precolonial times perceived their world. It compares
the specific features of their 'mental
programmes' with that of their counterparts in
other pre-modern societies. While analysing the
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importance of space in the medieval world view,
the book discusses how medieval Indians
comprehended their territories and the
landscape as 'their own' vis-a-vis the 'alien'
space; the development of territorial-cultural
and territorial-political identities, and knowledge
about other lands and peoples. In a discussion of
medieval temporality, the book also studies the
ways of perceiving and reckoning time, attitudes
to the historical past and the manifold ways of
recording it. A special chapter on 'Society' deals
with socio-ethical values and behavioural
stereotypes of major estate and caste groups like
the feudal landlords, priests and officials,
merchants and craftsmen, peasants and the
lower castes in villages. The book also has a
chapter on the medieval Indian perception of
Man, his appearance and peculiarities as they
pertained to the age; behaviour, social status,
and the steady development of individuality.
Medieval Indian Mindscapes will be of interest
to medievalists as well as general readers, keen
to know more about the dynamics of pre-modern
history and culture.
History of Medieval India - VD Mahajan 2007
The book provides a comprehensive account of
the social, religious and economic conditions and
policies from the Sultanate to the Mughal period
in early medieval India. It details the account of
the three centuries known for its Islamic
influence and rule and the presence of
formidable dynasties. The book provides a sound
understanding of the history of the period and
also evinces the learnings of mutual quarrels
and internecine war.
The Status of Muslim Women in Medieval
India - Sudha Sharma 2016-03-21
This book examines the economic, cultural,
political and social positions of Muslim women in
medieval India. It explores the changes that took
place with the advent of Arabs, Turks, Mongols,
Tartars, Afghans and Persians whose customs
and traditions influenced the existing Islamic
society. Though Islam improved the position of
women by instituting many reforms, the Islamic
religious texts laid down the minutest code of
conduct for women, the slightest deviation from
which was considered irreligious. Such rigidity,
coupled with the apathy of the ulemas, led to the
weakening of position of women. The book goes
on to show how the diktats of the Quran were
medieval-indian-history-1st-edition

subjected to many interpretations down the
ages, affecting the status of women in various
ways.
Medieval Indian Armies (1) - David Nicolle
2022-05-26
This fully illustrated study explores the armies of
the Hindu, Buddhist and Jain states within what
are now India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka
and Nepal during the period AD 500–1500, as
well as Afghanistan until the early 13th century
AD. Following the emergence of a distinct
'medieval Indian' civilization in the Late
Classical and Early Medieval periods, there was
a prolonged struggle between this civilization
and that of the eastern Islamic world, concluding
with the rise of the Mughal Empire at the start
of the 16th century. In this fully illustrated
study, David Nicolle investigates the traditions
and enduring conservatism of non-Islamic
medieval Indian warfare, notably evident in
recruitment patterns and the significance of
archery and cavalry. The role and impact of warelephants, both positive and negative, are also
considered, as well as the influence of climate
and weather (notably the seasonal monsoon) on
warfare in this region. As well as assessing arms
and armour – contrasting the advanced
technology and high status of Indian weapons
(especially swords) with the remarkable lack of
metallic armour in the region during this period
– the author also explores siege warfare and
riverine and naval warfare in South Asia. This
book assesses the contributing factors identified
by those who have sought to explain why the
huge wealth and substantial populations of the
traditional non-Islamic Indian states did not
prevent their persistent failure in the face of
Islamic invasion and conquest.
The Cambridge History of India, Vol. 1 - Edward
James Rapson 2017-10-20
Excerpt from The Cambridge History of India,
Vol. 1: Ancient India The printing of this volume
began in 1913, and more than half the chapters
were in type in 1914, when war made further
progress impossible until the end of 1918. Since
then the work has been completed, all the
earlier chapters have been revised, and no effort
has been spared to make the book
representative of the state of early Indian
historical studies at the end of 1920. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds
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of thousands of rare and classic books. Find
more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition.
We do, however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully; any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
Advanced Study in the History of Medieval
India - Jl Mehta

Punjabi And Other Regional Literatures Made
Great Progress During This Period. Sikh
Religion, Bhakti Cult And Sufism Also Made
Great Progress During This Period.This Book
Deals With All Aspects Of Medieval Indian
History In Detail To Meet The Requirements Of
The Students And The Common Readers.The
Book Is Divided Into Three Parts. First Part
Covers Saltanat Period From 1206 To 1526.
Second Part Deals With The Mughal Period
From 1526 To 1760 A.D. In Detail. Third Part
Covers Period Upto 1857 In Brief. Bhakti
Movement, Society And Culture, Art And
Architecture, And Economic Aspects Have Been
Described In Details In A Very Simple And Lucid
Style.
Viharas In Early Medieval Eastern India - amit
jha 2015-05-29
In the introduction the importance of the study
of the socio-economic condition of vih
Medieval India I - Aligarh Muslim University.
Centre of Advanced Study in History 1999
This volume, based on extensive and critical use
of sources, focuses on aspects of political, social,
economic, and cultural history that have
previously been inadequately treated. The
papers touch on themes of agrarian relations,
civil engineering, ruling-class structures,
administration, social mobility, and religion.
History of India - Captivating History 2019-12-10
India is a land of mystery, richness, and deep
spiritual discovery. Every facet of this ancient
land seems scented with the famous spices that
lured European traders to its shores more than
five centuries ago. India is quite unique in the
way it has brought its ancient histories and
traditions with it into the modern age.
Advanced Study in the History of Medieval India:
1000-1526 A.D - Jaswant Lal Mehta 1986

A History of Ancient and Early Medieval
India - Upinder Singh 2008
A History of Ancient and Early Medieval India is
the most comprehensive textbook yet for
undergraduate and postgraduate students. It
introduces students to original sources such as
ancient texts, artefacts, inscriptions and coins,
illustrating how historians construct history on
their basis. Its clear and balanced explanation of
concepts and historical debates enables students
to independently evaluate evidence, arguments
and theories. This remarkable textbook allows
the reader to visualize and understand the rich
and varied remains of India s ancient past,
transforming the process of discovering that
past into an exciting experience.
History of Medieval India - Radhey Shyam
Chaurasia 2002
This Book Deals With The Medieval Period Of
Indian History. Most Of The Historians Consider
This Period As The Dark Period Of Indian
History. According To Them, Ancient Period Was
The Glorious Period Of Indian History. During
This Period Foundation Of Indian Culture And Of
Social Structure Was Laid; But During Medieval
Period India Did Not Make Much Progress. In
Spite Of Historians' Opinion, It Can Be Said That
During Medieval Period Also Progress Was Made
And Several Buildings Were Constructed During
This Period. Great Development Was Made In
Art, Painting And Literature. Hindi Literature
Made Great Progress During This Period, As
Such, Kabir, Tulsi, Surdas, Jayasi, Rahim And
Raskhan Are Still Considered Among The
Greatest Writers Of Hindi Literature.Urdu,
medieval-indian-history-1st-edition

Medieval Indian History - Krishnaji Nageshrao
Chitnis 2003
Written Lucidly And Critically, The Book
Highlights The Prominent Trends In Thought
And Institutions Of Medieval India. A Special
Feature Of The Book Is That It Takes In Its
Purview Not Only The North Indian Trends, But
Covers The Thought Currents And Their
Expressions In Institutions As Prevalent In
Medieval South India As Well. Throughout The
Book One Finds A Common Line Of Thought
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Running, As A String Through The Beads,
Showing The Process Of Gradual Synthesis Of
Muslim And Hindu Ideas And Institutions. It Is A
Well-Written Work In Which One Finds A Proper
Balance In Treatment Between Different Parts
Of India. Mughal Kingship, For Example,
Receives As Much Attention As Kingship Under
Vijayanagara And Its Offshoots; The Mansabdari
System Under The Mughals Gets Equal
Importance With The Maharashtra Dharma And
Maratha Confederacy. The Book Is Of Great
Value To The Research Scholars, Students And
General Readers Alike.
Muslim Rule in Medieval India - Fouzia
Farooq Ahmed 2016-09-27
The Delhi Sultanate ruled northern India for
over three centuries. The era, marked by the
desecration of temples and construction of
mosques from temple-rubble, is for many South
Asians a lightning rod for debates on
communalism, religious identity and inter-faith
conflict. Using Persian and Arabic manuscripts,
epigraphs and inscriptions, Fouzia Farooq
Ahmad demystifies key aspects of governance
and religion in this complex and controversial
period. Why were small sets of foreign invaders
and administrators able to dominate despite the
cultural, linguistic and religious divides
separating them from the ruled? And to what
extent did people comply with the authority of
sultans they knew very little about? By focusing
for the first time on the relationship between the
sultans, the bureaucracy and the ruled Muslim
Rule in Medieval India outlines the practical
dynamics of medieval Muslim political culture
and its reception. This approach shows
categorically that sultans did not possess
meaningful political authority among the
masses, and that their symbols of legitimacy
were merely post hoc socio-cultural
embellishments.Ahmad's thoroughly researched
revisionist account is essential reading for all
students and researchers working on the history
of South Asia from the medieval period to the
present day.
Indian History for Civil Services Examinations K.Krishna Reddy 2017

introductory work for scholars and students of
ancient and early medieval Indian history, this
books provides the most exhaustive overview of
the subject. Dividing the vast historical expanse
from the stone age to the 12th century into
broad chronological units, it constructs profiles
of various geographical regions of the
subcontinent, weaving together and analysing an
unparalleled range of literary and archaeological
evidence. Dealing with prehistory and
protohistory of the subcontinent in considerable
detail, the narrative of the historical period
breaks away from conventional text-based
history writing. Providing a window into the
world primary sources, it incorporates a large
volume of archaeological data, along with
literary, epigraphic, and numismatic evidence.
Revealing the ways in which our past is
constructed, it explains fundamental concepts,
and illuminates contemporary debates,
discoveries, and research. Situating prevailing
historical debates in their contexts, Ancient and
Early Medieval India presents balanced
assessments, encouraging readers to
independently evaluate theories, evidence, and
arguments. Beautifully illustrated with over four
hundred photographs, maps, and figures,
Ancient and Early Medieval India helps visualize
and understand the extraordinarily rich and
varied remains of the ancient past of Indian
subcontinent. It offers a scholarly and nuanced
yet lucid account of India s early past, and will
surely transform the discovery of this past into
an exciting experience. Tabel of Contents List of
photographs List of maps List of figures About
the author Preface Acknowledgements A readers
guide 1. Understanding Literary and
Archaeological Sources 2. Hunter-Gatherers of
the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic Ages 3. The
Transition to Food Production:
Neolithic,Neolithic Chalcolithic, and Chalcolithic
Villages, c. 7000 2000 bce 4. The Harappan
Civilization, c. 2600 1900 bce 5. Cultural
Transitions: Images from Texts and Archaeology,
c. 2000 600 bce 6. Cities, Kings, and
Renunciants: North India, c. 600 300 bce 7.
Power and Piety: The Maurya Empire, c. 324 187
bce 8. Interaction and Innovation, c. 200 BCE
300 ce 9. Aesthetics and Empire, c. 300 600 ce
10. Emerging Regional Configurations, c. 600
1200 ce Note on diacritics Glossary Further

A History of Ancient and Early Medieval
India - Upinder Singh 2008
Basic Approach Developed as a comprehensive
medieval-indian-history-1st-edition
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readings References Index Author Bio Upinder
Singh is Professor in the Department of History
at the University of Delhi. She taught history at
St. Stephen s College, Delhi, from 1981 until
2004, after which she joined the faculty of the
Department of History at the University of Delhi.
Professor Singh s wide range of research
interests and expertise include the analysis of
ancient and early medieval inscriptions; social
and economic history; religious institutions and
patrona≥ history of archaeology; and modern
history of ancient monuments. Her research
papers have been published in various national
and international journals. Her published books
include: Kings, Brahmanas, and Temples in
Orissa: An Epigraphic Study (AD 300 1147)
(1994); Ancient Delhi (1999; 2nd edn., 2006); a
book for children, Mysteries of the Past:
Archaeological Sites in India (2002); The
Discovery of Ancient India: Early Archaeologists
and the Beginnings of Archaeology (2004); and
Delhi: Ancient History (edited, 2006).
Historical Dictionary of Medieval India - Iqtidar
Alam Khan 2008-04-25
For the purpose of the Historical Dictionary of
Medieval India, the period from 1000 A.D. to
1526 A.D. will be considered India's medieval
times. The turbulent history of this period is told
through the book's chronology, an introductory
essay, a bibliography, and hundreds of crossreferenced dictionary entries on key people,
historical geography, arts, institutions, events,
and other important terms.
A Comprehensive History of Medieval India Farooqui Salma Ahmed 2011
Presents a consolidated timeline of medieval
India by taking into account the period that
marked the end of ancient India, and focusing on
the importance of the transitory centuries when
Delhi had begun to surface as the new power
center, triggering prominent trends in thought
and institutions. This book analyzes the nature of
social forces, complexity of causation and the
interdependence of change and continuity in the
light of the crucial transition from ancient to
early medieval India, with the emergence of the
Delhi Sultanate and the Vijayanagar-Bahmani
kingdoms. Proceeding to detail the most
effervescent period in Indian history - the era of
the great Mughals - the text provides an insight
into the ideological-philosophical basis of the
medieval-indian-history-1st-edition

times, focusing on the Sufi and Bhakti
movements, and culminates with the rise of the
Marathas, the advent of European companies,
and the eventual establishment of the British in
Bengal. keeping in mind that the history of
medieval India has not moved in a linear fashion,
and that much of the period saw phases of
expansion and realignment of political
attributes, this book contributes to a deeper
understanding of the much misread period of
Indian history with a view that takes into
account the resultant interface between the
political, social, economic, religious and cultural
elements and devotes to this crucial period the
attention it deserves.
Medieval India - Irfan Habib 2008
Covers the period, 600 A.D. to 1750 A.D.
Querying the Medieval - Ronald Inden
2000-06-08
Indologist Ronald Inden has in the past raised
questions about the images of a "traditional" or
"medieval" India deployed by colonial scholars
and rulers--"Orientalists"--and has also argued
that a history of "early medieval" India very
different from both the colonial and nationalist
accounts could be written. This volume is
designed as an important first step towards that
goal. The authors look closely at three genres of
texts that have been crucial to the
representations of precolonial India. All three
essays challenge not only colonialist scholarship
but the attempts by religious nationalists to
identify Hinduism as the essence of national
identity in India and Buddhism as the essence of
nationality in Sri Lanka.
Early Medieval Indian Society (pb) - R.S.
Sharma 2003
The book analyses the transition from the
ancient to the medieval period in polity,
economy, the caste system and culture. It
examines the form of peasant protest and the
reasons for their failure and infrequency. The
author also examines the development of
tantrism and the mentality that feudalism
created.
Essays on Medieval Indian History - Satish
Chandra 2005
In This Volume, One Of India`S Leading
Historians Explores The Interconnections
Between Society, Economy, Religion, And State
In Medieval India. The Essays Reflect-And Have
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Also Been Responsible For Determining-New
Currents In History Writing Over The Last Five
Decades.
Medieval India: Delhi Sultanat, 1206-1526 Satish Chandra 1997

This much anticipated volume looks at the
historical evolution of towns and cities in
medieval India from the early thirteenth to the
late eighteenth century. The selection is based
on the availability of documents. These include
the narratives of European travellers in English,
French, Italian, Dutch, and German with the
exception of Ibn Battuta in mid-fourteenth
century and also Middle Bengali literature in
case of towns in Bengal. While the coastal towns
and cities have been looked at, the interior ones
are also described on the basis of the writings of
later historians and archaeologists. Care has
been taken to explain the rise, growth and the
decline of some towns and cities in which the
changing courses of rivers had played a crucial
role. Attempts have been made to search other
factors responsible for such eventualities. The
delineation of physical features within the city
has been given due emphasis including the
different quarters of the city and the manners
and customs of the local population with
reference to craft production and commercial
links. The morphological differences between
the cities of eastern and those of the western or
northern India have also been described. This is
clear from the observations of port towns
described here. All these would show that India
was one of the most urbanized area in the
medieval period before advent of the British.
Faces of the Feminine in Ancient, Medieval,
and Modern India - Mandakranta Bose
2000-02-10
The essays in this collection explore ideas about
women and their positions in Indian society from
the earliest history to the present day. It is
designed to provide primary material from
literary, historical and sociological sources and
to guide critical exploration of specific issues.
The History of the Medieval World: From the
Conversion of Constantine to the First Crusade Susan Wise Bauer 2010-01-26
"Chronicles the period between the 4th and 12th
centuries, when rulers in Europe, the Mideast
and Asia turned to religious reasons to justify
political and military action, a time that included
the development of Islam, the crowning of
Charlemagne and the rise of the T'ang Dynasty.
By the author of The History of the Ancient
World."
Courtly Culture and Political Life in Early

Studies in the Political and Administrative
Systems in Ancient and Medieval India - D. C.
Sircar 1996
The earlier chapters of the present volume deal
with a large number of topics relating to
kingship, landlordism (sometimes mistaken as
feudalism), tenancy, royal, charter, Pancayat
system etc. Some of the following chapters
contain discussions on certain royal officers the
functions of some of them or their departments a
few aspects of the judicial system some land
measures and taxes etc. The third group of
topics mostly concerns the interpretation of
technical expressions found in epigraphical
records. The last section of the work consists of
several appendices which are really some of the
author`s recently published studies.
Women and Society in Early Medieval India Anjali Verma 2018-07-16
This book examines women and society in India
during 600–1200 CE through epigraphs. It offers
an analysis of inscriptional data at the pan-India
level to explore key themes, including early
marriage, deprivation of girls from education,
property rights, widowhood and satī, as well as
women in administration and positions of power.
The volume also traces gender roles and agency
across religions such as Hinduism and Jainism,
the major religions of the times, and sheds light
on a range of political, social, economic and
religious dimensions. A panoramic critique of
contradictions and conformity between
inscriptional and literary sources, including
pieces of archaeological evidence against
traditional views on patriarchal stereotypes, as
also regional parities and disparities, the book
presents an original understanding of women’s
status in early medieval South Asian society.
Rich in archival material, this book will be useful
to scholars and researchers of ancient and
medieval Indian history, social history,
archaeology, epigraphy, sociology, cultural
studies, gender studies and South Asian studies.
Towns and Cities of Medieval India Aniruddha Ray 2016-09-13
medieval-indian-history-1st-edition
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Medieval India - Daud Ali 2004-06-24
Publisher Description
India: The Ancient Past - Burjor Avari
2016-07-01
India: The Ancient Past provides a clear and
systematic introduction to the cultural, political,
economic, social and geographical history of
ancient India from the time of the pre-Harappan
culture nine thousand years ago up until the
beginning of the second millennium of the
Common Era. The book engages with
methodological and controversial issues by
examining key themes such as the IndusSarasvati civilization, the Aryan controversy, the
development of Vedic and heterodox religions,
and the political economy and social life of
ancient Indian kingdoms. This fully revised and
updated second edition includes: Three new
chapters examining the differences and
commonalities between the north and south of
India; Extended discussion on contested issues,
such as the origins of the Aryans and the role of
feudalism in ancient India; New source excerpts
to introduce students to the most significant
works in the historiography of India, and
questions for discussion; Study guides, including
a list of key issues, suggested readings and a
selection of internet sources for each chapter;
Specially designed maps to illustrate different
time periods and geographical regions This
richly illustrated guide provides a fascinating
account of the early development of Indian
culture and civilization that will appeal to all
students of Indian history.
Ancient and Medieval India - Poonam Dala
Dahiya 2017

charge of Delhi and Samana, he took his second
son Bughra Khan with him, and crossing the
Ganges made straight for Lakhnauti, in total
disregard of the rains which were then in
season. from Chapter IV: The Slave Kings - The
Turks in Delhi First published in 1906, this
classic nine-volume history of the nation of India
places it among the storied lands of antiquity,
alongside Egypt, China, and Mesopotamia.
Edited by American academic ABRAHAM
VALENTINE WILLIAMS JACKSON (18621937),
professor of Indo-Iranian languages at Columbia
University, it offers a highly readable narrative
of the Indian people and culture through to the
time of its publication, when the nation was still
part of the British Empire. Volume III, Part 1 of
Medi]val India from the Mohammedan Conquest
to the Reign of Akbar the Great, by British
scholar STANLEY LANE-POOLE (1854-1931),
features entertaining and enlightening
treatments of: [ the Mohammedan invasion [ the
idol-breaker, Mahmud of Ghazni [ the men of the
mountain: Ghazni and Ghor [ the slave kings: the
Turks in Delhi [ zenith of the slave dynasty [ the
coming of the Moghuls [ and much more. This
beautiful replica of the 1906 first edition
includes all the original illustrations.
India's Ancient Past - R.S. Sharma 2006-09-18
This book presents a complete and accessible
description of the history of early India. It starts
by discussing the origins and growth of
civilizations, empires, and religions. It also deals
with the geographical, ecological, and linguistic
backgrounds, and looks at specific cultures of
the Neolithic, Chalcolithic, and Vedic periods, as
well as at the Harappan civilization. In addition,
the rise of Jainism and Buddhism, Magadha and
the beginning of territorial states, and the period
of Mauryas, Central Asian countries,
Satvahanas, Guptas, and Harshavardhana are
also analysed. Next, it stresses varna system,
urbanization, commerce and trade,
developments in science and philosophy, and
cultural legacy. Finally, the process of transition
from ancient to medieval India and the origin of
the Aryan culture has also been examined.

Government Gazette - 1911
Vol. Iii: Medieval Indian Society And
Culture - J.L. Mehta
History of India - Stanley Lane-Poole
2008-01-01
against the Mongols in the care of Prince
Mohammad, and placing trusty deputies in

medieval-indian-history-1st-edition
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